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LexGram- a practical categorial grammar formalism -Esther K�onig�University of Stuttgart, Institute for Computational LinguisticsAzenbergstr. 12, 70174 Stuttgart, Germanye-mail: esther@ims.uni-stuttgart.deIn: Computational Logic for Natural Language Processing (CLNLP-95), Edinburgh, ScotlandAbstractWe present the LexGram system, an amalgam of (Lambek) categorial grammarand Head Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), and show that the grammarformalism it implements is a well-structured and useful tool for actual grammardevelopment.1 IntroductionGrammar development becomes easier if the grammar formalism which has been chosencaters for the basic needs of syntactic modelling. According to the current state ofa�airs, grammars for natural languages di�er in the following two points from grammarsfor formal languages. First, the lexicon contains complex syntactic information. Second,natural language admits nonlocal syntactic dependencies.Complex lexical information can be kept manageable if the grammar formalism in-cludes an inheritance mechanism. For a reliable and e�cient handling of nonlocal de-pendencies, moved and empty constituents must be o�cial components of the grammarformalism. The existence of a representational tool which allows for relating dislocatedsyntactic constituents systematically with their base positions, leads to more concisegrammars, i.e. modelling e�ort is saved. On the processing side, unnecessary struggleswith getting the grammar actually running will be avoided if the conict in informa-tion ow between the top-down propagation of a moved constituent and the bottom-upmanner of building a base-generated syntactic structure, e.g. �lling a subcategorizationlist, is taken care of by the grammar interpreter. Head-Driven Phrase Grammars (HPSG[22]) seems to be an excellent candidate to ful�ll the just mentioned requirements. Theyare based on typed feature terms with an inheritance mechanism and treat nonlocal de-pendencies by the Nonlocal Feature Principle (NFP). Unfortunately, on the processingside, due to the fact that HPSG is neither a pure (phrase structure) rule-based system�The research reported here has been funded by the Sonderforschungsbereich 340 \SprachtheoretischeGrundlagen f�ur die Computerlinguistik", a project of the German National Science Foundation DFG.



nor a pure lexicalist approach a genuine and e�cient HPSG-interpreter seems to be stillbeing searched for. The direct interpretation of an HPSG grammar by a successive re-�nement of its phrase structure schemata as it has been suggested in [5] corresponds toa top-down parser, whose de�ciencies are well-known since the early age of top-downinterpreted De�nite Clause Grammars: A phrase structure schema may be inserted (pos-sibly in�nitly many times) although its applicability is restricted or even excluded bythe input string (e.g. exploration of the adjunct scheme although no adjuncts occur inthe input string or proposal of an in�nite number of empty constituents by unrestrictedapplication of the �ller-head scheme.) The more sophisticated parsing methods whichhave been developed for grammars with a 'context-free' skeleton, i.e. with an informativephrase structure rule component, cannot reach their full e�ciency since in HPSG phrasestructure rules have been turned into phrase structure schemata by moving informationto the lexicon. Most of the syntactic information is not located in the place where it isexpected by these parsing algorithms. Parsers for lexicalized grammars, e.g. LexicalizedTree Adjoining Grammars or categorial grammars, are not quite adequate either, sincenot all of the syntactic descriptions are anchored in the lexicon (i.e. �ller-head structuresand adjunct-head structures). This means that although HPSG is attractive for variousreasons, a variant of HPSG is required for practical applications which is amenable toe�cient processing in a straightforward manner.Since HPSG is closer to a lexicalized grammar than to a rule-based grammar1, it seemsmore natural to design a lexicalized version of HPSG than to compromise the essence ofHPSG by transforming the phrase structure schemata back into phrase structure rules. Itturns out that this is not just a matter of taste, since lexicalized grammars favor e�cientprocessing (cf. [23], [24]) and enhance grammar design:� The grammar interpreter can work with a restricted view on the grammar speci�ca-tion: Only those syntactic descriptions have to be considered which can be accessedthrough the words in the input string. Hence, each step of the search for an anal-ysis is licensed by some input word. This helps to decrease the processing time inpractice due to the reduced and controlled search space. In particular, the notori-ous problems of grammars which admit empty constituents are kept manageable,if every trace is licensed by a lexical �ller category.� Furthermore, top-down and bottom-up approaches to parsing can be joined in idealmanner. Since there is no rule component in between a goal to be derived and thelexicon, each top-down driven step can access immediately the lexicon (withoutgoing through a 'link relation', cf. �gure 1) and trigger the next bottom-up step.� Grammar modelling becomes simpler, since there is only one viewpoint on syntacticstructure: from the lexemes. In non-lexicalized grammars, generalizations can onlybe carried out for the lexicon and the phrase structure component in separation,cf. the speci�cation of adjunction in HPSG which is split into a phrase structureschema plus a lexical schema. In a lexicalized grammar, this collapses into onesingle, lexical schema.1For a comparison of HPSG and categorial grammars, see [21]



GrammarInterpreter(Parser) GrammarPhrase StructureRulesLexicon
GrammarInterpreter(Parser)Lexicon = Grammar

Figure 1: Architecture of phrase structure rule-based grammars vs. architecture of lexicalgrammarsNow, one could argue for an automatic compilation of HSPG into Lexicalized Feature-based Tree Adjoining Grammars as proposed in [20]. However, by such a compilationonly the processing virtues of lexicalized grammars are gained. In order to enjoy theconceptual elegance which arises from the uniform view on grammar in lexicalized ap-proaches, grammar should be encoded directly in a lexicalist manner. We want to proposea grammar formalism, called LexGram2 which is derived from HPSG by lexicalizing thephrase structure principles and schemata of HPSG. At this point, the reader might objectthat there is nothing new about the uni�cation-based categorial grammar which resultsfrom this enterprise. However, existing uni�cation-based categorial grammars do not in-corporate HPSG's principled way of treating nonlocal dependencies, since they take astheir basis a basic categorial grammar [10], [26], [28], [2] resp. a Combinatory CategorialGrammar [27]. On the other hand, those categorial grammars which come with a log-ically well-de�ned treatment of moved constituents, the Lambek categorial grammars3,are usually not furnished with a feature term component. Basically, the LexGram sys-tem realizes a linguistically motivated extension of the Lambek calculus4. LexGram hasbeen built on top of the CUF system [3], which takes care of the handling of (recursivelyde�ned) typed feature terms.2The LexGram system, a small grammar for German, and their documentation [13] is available viaanonymous ftp.3Lambek categorial grammars take the Lambek calculus [15] as their rule system. For linguisticapplications and extensions see e.g. [16] and [17].4The formal semantics of feature-based Lambek categorial grammars is investigated in [4].



2 From HPSG to categorial grammar2.1 Reduction to one single phrase structure schemaLexicalizing HPSG means to turn its phrase structure component ultimately schematic,by admitting only one single phrase structure schema. More speci�c postulations on theinformation ow in a grammar, which are not covered by that single schema, have tobe expressed in the lexical signs. I.e. the phrase structure component is impoverishedwhereas the lexical schemata or word class descriptions are enriched.The phrase structure component of HPSG consists essentially of the four phrase struc-ture schemata (immediate dominance schemata) head-complement-, head-marker-, head-adjunct, head-�ller structures, and of a number of principles. The major phrase structureprinciples are the Head Feature Principle5� head : Head �Nonlocal0 HOtherDaughter � head : Head �Nonlocal2 (1)the Subcategorization Principle (here adapted to binary trees)� subcat : SubcatRest �Nonlocal0C HCDtrSynsemNonlocal1 � subcat : hCDtrSynsem ��� SubcatRest i �Nonlocal2 (2)and the Nonlocal Feature PrincipleLocal0� inherited slash : (S2 [ S3) n S1 �HLocal1� inherited slash : S2 � Local2 inherited slash : S3 &to bind slash : S1 ! (3)
The schema for head-complement structures is the least restrictive one and closelymirrors the categorial grammar idea of a functor category 'subcategorizing' for a certainnumber of arguments. Hence, the head-complement schema will be the only one to survivethis lexicalization enterprise. Speci�ers, adjuncts, and �llers will have to become functorcategories, i.e. 'heads' in a generalized sense of the word. We get rid of the head-markerschema by assuming an analysis of complementizers and determiners as functional heads,5We simply write the local and nonlocal feature structures as a pair, omitting the features. Featurestructures are written in CUF notation, using the Prolog conventions for variables and lists.



cf. [7], [19]. Instead of using a special mod-feature with a special treatment (bypassingthe phrase structure principles) to express the fact that an adjunct 'subcategorizes' forthe phrase it modi�es,0@ head : � mod : ModifiedSynsem � &subcat : h i 1Ajadjunct (4)a categorial grammar style analysis of adjuncts X=X0BBB@ head : Head &subcat : 2640B@ ModifiedSynsem &head : Head &subcat : Subcat 1CA ������� Subcat 375 1CCCAjadjunct (5)
allows us to remove the head-adjunct schema. A treatment of �llers as heads has beenproposed by [11], [6] as a transliteration of type-raised categories X=(Y=Z) (cf. [8], [1]) intoHPSG-sign format (assuming the subcat value to be a list of signs):0BB@ head : X &subcat : "  Y &inherited slash : h Z, : : : i ! # 1CCA� to bind slash : h Z i � j�ller (6)
This schema of a lexical sign means that the derivation of the complement Y shouldinclude a trace Z as one of its leaves. The trace Z has to be mentioned twice in order toget the desired e�ect in interaction with the Nonlocal Feature Principle (3). One wouldwish to state a more concise lexical schema for �llers, i.e.0BB@ head : X &subcat : "  Y &slash : h Z i ! # 1CCAj�ller (7)To accomodate schema (7), the slash-feature has to be admitted for synsem-structureswhich occur on the subcat list, and the Nonlocal Feature Principle must be changed inorder to retrieve the slash information from the complement's synsem value. Since noconfusion can arise any longer, the feature inherited slash can be omitted from thenonlocal structure:



Local0S2 [ S3C HLocal1S1 [ S2 � subcat : h� slash : S1 � ��� i �S3 (8)Merging the Head Feature Principle (1), the Subcategorization Principle (2) and therevised Nonlocal Feature Principle (8), we get the schema in (9), which is the onlyingredient of the phrase structure component of the lexicalized grammar. head : Head &subcat : SubcatRest !S2 [ S3C HCDtrSynsemS1 [ S2 0B@ head : Headsubcat : " CDtrSynsem &slash : S1 ! ����� SubcatRest # 1CAS3 (9)
2.2 Relating the single schema to a categorial grammarIn order to get access to the wealth of research concerning the logical foundations ofcategorial grammars, we will argue that the kernel of HPSG and a variant of the Lambekcalculus are equivalent.The head/subcat structures of HPSG are an uncurried notation for syntactic cate-gories in a categorial grammar. The translation scheme between both representations issketched by example 1, ignoring surface word order issues (as we will do in the remain-der of this section). Essentially, =-operators at embedding level 1 mark elements of thesubcat list, whereas =-operators at embedding level 2 correspond to the to bind slashof HPSG.Example 1 (Synsem's vs. categories)0BBBBBBB@ head : X0subcat : 266664 0BBBB@ head : X2subcat : h islash : "  head : X3subcat : h i !,  head : X4subcat : h i ! # 1CCCCA, 0BB@ head : X1subcat : h islash : h i 1CCA 377775 1CCCCCCCA, (X0=X1)=((X2=X3)=X4) (Xi atomic category symbols)It is common knowledge that the Subcategorization Principle (2) reects the rule offunctional application X=Y; Y ! X in categorial grammar. But what about the Non-local Feature Principle? Subsequently, we will show that this principle mimics the hypo-thetical reasoning mechanism of the Lambek calculus. To get the direct correspondence,



we de�ne a version of the phrase structure schema in (9) which is ressource-consciouswith respect to the nonlocal information (using disjoint union ] of multi-sets instead ofset union). For later convenience, the string information phonology is added, and the,possibly dynamically generated, 'lexical' entry for the empty string is shown.De�nition 1 (Phrase Structure Schema + Slash Termination Schema)(Leftward) Phrase Structure Schema:Phon1,Phon2 head : Head &subcat : SubcatRest !S2 ] S3C HPhon1CDtrSynsemS1 ] S2 Phon20B@ head : Headsubcat : " CDtrSynsem &slash : S1 ! ����� SubcatRest # 1CAS3The rightward Phrase Structure Schema is analogous with complement and head daughterinterchanged.Slash Termination Schema: h iSynsemh Synsem ij�Actually, there is a close correspondence between signs and sequents (of a Natural De-duction calculus in sequent format).Example 2 (Signs vs. sequents)PhonSynsem , Phon ! SynsemHowever, the nonlocal value does not �t into that picture. If we allow the phon value tobe a list of words and/or synsem's, Slash Termination can be incorporated into the PhraseStructure Schema. I.e. traces, which are postulated by a to bind slash are positedimmediately in the complement's phon value instead of positing them on demand. Thenthe bookkeeping with respect to the inherited slash can be omitted. The equivalenceof de�nition 1 and de�nition 2 can be shown by inductions on the size of derivations.



De�nition 2 (non-threading Phrase Structure Schema)(Leftward) Phrase Structure Schema:Phon1, Phon2 head : Head &subcat : SubcatRest !C Hmerge(Phon1,S1)CDtrSynsem Phon20B@ head : Headsubcat : " CDtrSynsem &slash : S1 ! ����� SubcatRest # 1CAThe non-threading Phrase Structure Schema of de�nition 2 condenses an applicationof the rule (=Elim) plus n applications (n length of S1) of the rule (=Intro) of a versionof the Lambek calculus:De�nition 3 (a semi-directional Lambek calculus)(ax) X ! XU1 ! Y U2 ! X=Y(=Elim) U1; U2 ! XU1; Y; U2 ! X(=Intro) U1; U2 ! X=Y3 The LexGram formalismIn this section, the actual implementation of the LexGram formalism will be described.3.1 Data type for lexicalized syntactic structuresIn order to gain e�ciency, we want the subcategorization information to reect directlythe expected surface order of the complements. In HPSG, the word order informationis de�ned separately from the lexical subcategorization information as `constituent orderprinciples'. However, if word order is a part of the subcategorization information, thework of the grammar interpreter becomes much simpler because it is su�cient to usestring concatenation instead of expensive permutation operations. In order to avoidconfusion with the slightly di�erent semantics of HPSG feature names, we decided torename head into root, and subcat into leaves. The synsem type is replaced by thestree type in �gure 2. Each element on the leaves list is annotated with its directionwrt. the head of the phrase. The leaves list induces a binary tree, where elements at thebeginning of the list are closer to the head than those towards the end of the list. Theset of trees6 which correspond to uses of the stree type in the lexicon is described moreformally in de�nition 4.6The view that a LexGram grammar is a lexicon which maps strings on trees is reminiscent ofLexicalized Tree Adjoining Grammars (LTAG's) [23]. However, the two formalisms cannot be strongly



streeroot : synsem pairsyn : nonterminalsem : sem
leaves : list( argument leafdir : directionfleftg frightgcat : arg stree )"arg streeslash : list(stree)Figure 2: Data type for syntactic informationDe�nition 4 (Lexical tree description)1. A lexical tree description has exactly one terminal leaf, the head leaf.2. It is a binary tree (except for the nontrivial subtree whose root is a preterminalnode.)3. All the inner nodes of the tree belong to the path between the root and the head leaf.Example 3 (Lexical tree description)lex� geht � :=0BBBBBBB@ root : syn:vpleaves : 266664 0BBBB@ dir : leftcat : 0BB@ root : syn:dpleaves : h islash : h i 1CCA 1CCCCA 377775 1CCCCCCCA . vpdp �"geht"walksNote that open leaf nodes, i.e. expected complements, are tree descriptions themselves(of type arg stree). This admits complements with a non-empty leaves list in order toencode control phenomena, or complements with a non-empty slash value for treatingmovement phenomena, as discussed in the section 2.equivalent. On the one hand, LexGram trees are restricted to be binary trees (or attened trees derivedfrom binary trees). On the other hand, concerning the handling of nonlocal dependencies, it seems thatthe adjunction operation of TAG can only model one �ller-trace relation per local tree.



The fringe of the tree matches the input string. (success)
X0 (lex)=) X0X1 : : : Xh : : : Xnjwh if X0X1 : : : Xh : : : Xnjwh 2 L

Figure 3: Graphical sketch of a head-driven parser (L lexicon)3.2 Grammar interpreterThe task of the grammar interpreter (i.e. the parser or generator) is to construct acomplete syntax tree for a given string or input semantics from the partial trees speci�edin the grammar. Subsequently, only the parsing algorithm of the LexGram system willbe presented. A generator can be spelled out along the same lines cf. K�onig 1994 [14]and has been implemented, as well.The parsing algorithm is an adaptation and re�nement of the head-driven parserfor Lambek categorial grammars (cf. [12], [9]). The basic mechanism, without traces, issketched in �gure 3 relying on the (imperfect) graphical representation of the stree type.To be more precise, we will give a sequent-style characterization of the full algorithm. Incontrast to the Phrase Structure Schema of de�nition 1, the direction information thatcomes with a complement is honored by the parser. However, there is no directionalityattached to the elements of the slash value. The list order of the slash is disregarded,i.e. the slash values are treated as multi-sets. The resulting system is in between adirectional and a nondirectional Lambek calculus with the directional operators n and =at odd levels of embedding and an undirectional operator j at even levels of embedding7,e.g. (X0=X1)=((X2jX3)jX4).For e�ciency reasons, sequences are represented as pairs of string positions8. Tracesare posited on demand, i.e. an explicit slash threading mechanism is required. Sincethe slash value is considered as an unordered (multi-)set, an encoding by pairs of listpositions is not available, only a di�erence-list representation SlashIn-SlashOut. Therule (lex) in �gure 4 chooses a potential head from the string9. A trace which couldserve as the head of the current phrase is taken from the incoming slash value by therule (trace), which guesses the insertion point of the trace in the string. The axiom7This leads to asymmetries in the rule system (no introduction rules for n and =, no elimination rulesfor j), but this simple-minded design proved to be useful enough for writing a small, but non-trivialgrammar for German.8This was suggested by Jochen D�orre and implemented by Peter Krause. Interestingly, Morrill [18]introduced recently the representation of sequences as pairs of indices in a more general manner forLambek deduction and related it to the formal semantics of Lambek systems.9Sequent rules are usually read in a backward chaining manner, i.e. starting from the conclusion.



i1�i2; X0; i3�i4 ! XNonlocal(lex) i1�i2; i2�i3; i3�i4 !  X &root : R !Nonlocal wi2�i3 2 input string ^lex(w) :=  X0 &root : R ! 2 Li1�i2; X0; i2�i3 ! XS1; S2 � S3(trace) i1�i2; i2�i3 !  X &root : R !S1 X0 &root : R !S2 � S3Figure 4: Head-driven parser: Choice of head. (ii string position; L lexicon; Si slashvalue; X stree)(axiom) i1�i1; X; i2�i2 ! XS � Si3�i4 !  root : R' &lvs : L' !S1 S2 � [ ] S3 i1�i2; root : R &lvs : L !; i4�i5 ! XS3�S4(PSS=) i1�i2;0BBBBBB@ root : R &lvs:266640BBB@ dir : right &cat : 0B@ root : R' &lvs : L' &slash : S1 1CA1CCCA ��������� L 37775
1CCCCCCA; i3�i4; i4�i5 ! XS2�S4(PSSn) analogous to (PSS=)Figure 5: Head-driven parser: Reduction of subcategorization listscheme (axiom) in �gure 5 is the base of the recursion on the subcategorization list ofthe head in the rule (PSS=) (resp. (PSSn)). Each recursion step triggers a new subproofwhich will be fed into the 'choice of head' rules. The slash values have to be representedas nested lists in order to control whether all the elements of S1 are realized as traces inthe derivation of the complement. A sample run of the head-driven parser is sketched in�gure 6.Empty constituents are handled safely because there are only traces available whichhave been licensed by words in the input string. In the current implementation of theparser, which caches the lexical lookup, parsing times are in the range of seconds. Forexample, it takes approx. two seconds to parse a German sentence with a dozen wordswhich includes the following syntactic phenomena: movement of the main verb to verb�rst position, movement of a complement into the vorfeld, two adjectives, and a relativeclause. Simultaneously to all these syntactic manipulations, a Discourse RepresentationStructure is built up as a feature structure.



cp� (lex);(PSS=)=) cp�j"geht"1 vp8>>>>>><>>>>>>: vpdp v1j�1
9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; (trace);(PSSn)=)

cp�j"geht"1 vpdp v1j�1 (lex);(axiom)=) cp�j"geht"1 vpdpj"Peter" v1j�1Figure 6: Sample run of the head-driven parser4 Encoding a grammarA lexicalist grammar formalism with a built-in representation of movement supportsan object-centered view on grammatical descriptions: The description of the syntacticbehavior of a word is composed by inheriting information along a word class hierarchy. Ifa constituent may be moved, an instance of a movement schema is added as one possiblelexical characterization of that constituent (or its lexical head).4.1 The word class hierarchySince all syntactic descriptions are located in the lexicon, the whole grammar can be seenas a single taxonomy of word classes whose leaves are the lexical entries, e.g. �gure 7.For example, the most general syntactic structure is syntax tree which helps to abstractfrom the realization of the stree data type in terms of features. syntax tree is encodedas a two-place CUF sort:syntax tree� Root,Leaves �:=  root : Root &leaves : Leaves ! (10)A subclass-superclass relation is represented as a CUF sort (the subclass) calling itssuperclass as a subgoal, i.e. subclass := superclass. For example, the de�nition ofmaxproj constrains the list of leaves to be empty:maxproj� Root �:= syntax tree� Root,h i � (11)



syntax treemaxproj adjunct head category specifierfunctional categorynoun phrasedeterminer phrase adverbadjective verbal head determinercomplementizerverb firstpeter schoen ;finite verbgeht dassFigure 7: Part of the word class hierarchyCUF sorts are the appropriate representation10 because the 'expansion' of a lexical en-try corresponds to a bottom-up traversal of the word class hierarchy11, which is easilysimulated by the backward chaining mechanism of proving a CUF goal.4.2 MovementSince traces are o�cial components of the proposed grammar formalism, concise descrip-tions of phrase structures which involve nonlocal dependencies are feasible. Similar tothe type-raising rules in categorial grammar, the movement of a phrase means that itsbase representation is the (single) element of the slash value of the (�rst) complement,cf. (7): movement schema� Base � :=� leaves : h� cat:slash : h Base i � ��� i �. (12)The ability of determiner phrases to move to the vorfeld will be expressed by addingthis alternative to the basic representation of dp's:10Actually, CUF sorts are too expressive since no recursion is required to describe the word classhierarchy. A uni�cation-based macro or template mechanism would be enough, cf. [25]. But for thegrammar as a whole, the full expressivity of CUF sorts is needed as a declarative counterpart of whatused to be called 'procedural attachments', e.g. to construct semantic representations.11Note that in order to implement an HPSG faithfully, two di�erent realizations of inheritance arerequired: First, inheritance which is carried out by a top-down traversal of the taxonomy of phrasestructure principles and schemata in order to simulate the parsing process, i.e. a rami�cation in a syntaxtree is obtained by specializing a phrase structure schema. Second, inheritance which is realized by abottom-up traversal of a word class hierarchy in order to pro�t from lexical generalizations.



vorfeld� Base �:=  cp specifier &movement schema� Base � !.basic dp := maxproj� dp �.determiner phrase := basic dp.determiner phrase := vorfeld� basic dp �. (13)
Compare (13) to the covert trace analysis of Pollard and Sag [22, chapter 9] where overttraces are avoided by adding alternative, shorter subcategorization frames to the wordclass (here the verb) whose complements can be moved. (The trace still appears on theslash value.) Computationally, this is more costly than the solution in (13) because e.g.three alternatives will be added to the lexicon entry of a three-place verb, which haveto be explored during parsing whereas (13) adds only one alternative to a lexical entry.Furthermore, conceptually, the covert trace solution seems to be less clear: It is the dpthat may move from its base position, why should the verb know about it (unless theverb puts constraints on the movement of its complement).5 ConclusionAbstract speci�cations in the style of HPSG have become an ideal in some groups of thecomputational linguistic community. However, it seems that most people who implementa grammar 'in the spirit of HPSG' have to compromise in order to get e�ciency. In thispaper, we explained one possible compromise: First, turn the phrase structure schemataand principles ultimately schematic by admitting only the head-complement schema.Second, hard-wire these principles into an e�cient grammar interpreter, i.e. parser orgenerator.The grammar writer is supported because the grammar interpreter incorporates acertain amount of linguistic knowledge, i.e. a general phrase structure schema includinga built-in treatment of non-local dependencies. The lexicalist approach provides fora uniform view of grammar as a word class hierarchy, a clean basis for code-sharingamong lexical entries. Additional bene�ts come from the underlying typed feature-basedlanguage. Since the signature (the type system) has to be de�ned before the rules, i.e.the CUF sorts, are spelled out, the writing of more transparent grammars is encouragedand errors are discovered much more often at compile time. Further, CUF sorts can serveas interfaces among the grammar modules.So far, no speci�c tools for large scale grammar development and debugging are avail-able in CUF/LexGram. A module concept is necessary to structure the grammar properlyinto submodules and to guarantee for data encapsulation. The tools for inspecting thedata-ow in a grammar should be still improved. At compile time, a graphical represen-tation of the word class hierarchy etc. could be extracted automatically. At run time, theuser needs (more) means to visualize and to control the co-routining of subgoals.
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